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Abstract 
The paper presents the second step of the numerical modeling of the fission-converter-based 

epithermal neutron source designed for the Polish Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) facility 

located at the Polish research nuclear reactor MARIA at Świerk. The optimization of the fission con-

verter was finished. The fission converter is supplied with thermal neutrons emerging  from the reactor 

duct and reinforces them into fast neutrons. The filter/moderator arrangement was optimized to mod-

erate fission neutrons to epithermal energies and to get rid of, as far as possible, both fast neutrons and 

photons from the therapeutic beam. The selected filter/moderator set-up ensures both high epithermal 

neutron flux and suitable low level of contaminations. The MCNP code was used while computations. 

At the next stage of computer calculations the reflector surrounding the filter/moderator and neutron 

collimator will be optimized. 



1. Introduction 

 The paper presents the next step of computer calculations described in the IFJ report 

issued last year [1] concerning design of the BNCT (Boron Neutron Capture Therapy) facility 

at the MARIA nuclear reactor in Świerk near Warsaw. The BNCT [2,3] is the up-to-date 

method of medical treatment of some kinds of cancer (mainly glioblastoma multiforme) 

which, due to their character, are hard to be extracted with surgical methods. The BNCT 

method consists in delivery of the 10B isotope into tissue in a selective way. The isotope 

should concentrate primarily in the cancer tissue. Next, the tissue is irradiated with epithermal 

neutrons that are slowed down in patient’s body and then they cause the 10B(n,α)7Li reaction. 

The emitted reaction products (i.e. 7Li  and α particles) destroy only this cell in which they 

are situated. The method is effective if  concentration of the 10B isotope in the cancer tissue is 

considerably higher then its concentration in the healthy tissue. Adequately large number of 

thermal neutrons which cause the nuclear reaction delivered in suitable time is another impor-

tant factor in the BNCT. It is estimated [3] that time of irradiation is not longer than 10-15 

minutes when the epithermal neutron flux incident patient’s skin is at least 1010 n/cm2⋅s. 

 The MARIA nuclear reactor will be used as the neutron source. The aim of the authors 

is to design the BNCT facility to obtain the maximum possible epithermal neutron flux. Since 

neutrons at the outlet of the reactor duct are too slow – mainly thermal energies – it is neces-

sary to use a neutron converter that contains fissionable material. Fast neutrons from the 235U 

fission will be slowed down to the thermal energies using a filter/moderator set-up. Because 

fast neutrons and photons, present in the radiation beam, affect both healthy and tumor tissues 

the same way, they are useless for therapy purposes. Hence, photon and fast neutron doses 

will be suitably reduced with some filters so that they not exceed 10% of  epithermal neutron 

dose. 

 Computer computations will enable the optimal selection of both materials and con-

figuration of the filter/moderator set as well as photon filter. The homogeneity of the neutron 

flux at the inlet and outlet of the filter/moderator system will be also examined. 

 

2. Optimization of neutron converter. 

 Three variants of the thermal neutron fission converter – which supplies neutrons in 

the useful energy range - were taken into account during research in 2001. As a result the 

variant I with the “bent derivative beam” (Fig. 1) was selected for further considerations. The 
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Fig. 1 Fission converter location (variant I) with reference to the horizontal duct 
Fig. 2 

H2 at MARIA reactor along with fuel plates arrangement. 
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Arrangement of fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA. 
ion consisted in replacement fuel plates with the EK-10 uranium rods according to 

ement proposed by K. Pytel and J. Dąbkowski [4] and presented in Fig. 2 – vari-

e number of fuel rods is 80 and the total 235U mass is 1.609 kg. 

 order to specify the fission converter efficiency, the factor ϕ60 was defined as the 

 the fission neutrons of an energy above 10 keV crossing a circle of 30 cm in radius 
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situated at the inlet of the filter/moderator per one source neutron (A-B surface in Fig. 1) [1]. 

The ϕ60 values for I and IA variants are presented in Table 1. A circle of 60 cm diameter was 

supposed as the neutron source with the Maxwell energy spectrum (temperature 70oC) emerg-

ing perpendicularly the source surface. Photon currents were neglected in foregoing calcula-

tions since optimization of the fission neutron current was the most important. Photons, being 

contamination in the BNCT, will be reduced by the use of a suitable lead or bismuth filter if 

needed. The matter of neutron flux homogeneity was also passed over at this step of computa-

tions. The thickness of the side graphite shield was 36 cm unless it was mentioned. The 

calculations were carried out using the MCNP code [5]. 

Table 1. The ϕ60 factor for I i IA variants. 

 ϕ60  

Variant I   (side shield 36 cm) 0.240 

Variant IA (side shield 36 cm) 0.223 

 

The proposed arrangement of the IA variant is surely not the most optimal one. The 

results of the ϕ60 factor calculations for various modifications of the converter arrangement 

are presented below. First of all, mass of fissionable material was increased. According to the 

authors of ref. [3], the mass of uranium is usually larger – even up to 7.7 kg of 235U. There-

fore, another variant  (IA_1) was proposed with 780 uranium rods i.e. 6.275 kg of 235U. The 

EK-10 rods were placed in 39 rows, 20 rods in each row. Adjacent rows were 2 cm away and 

centers of the rods in the neighboring rows were shifted of 1.5 cm (Fig. 3a). In such a con-

Fig. 3
15 15 
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a Arrangement of fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA_1 without moderator. 
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figuration the influence of the moderator on the thermal neutron current was studied. Light 

and heavy water were placed between the uranium rods in one row or in the space between 

rows (Fig. 3b and 3c). 

The foregoing configuration was slightly modified then (IA_2 variant) – the rod cen-

ters in the adjacent rows were shifted “with period 3” as shown in Fig.4. Arrangements both 

without the moderator and with light water were considered. The results are collected in Ta-

ble 2. 

Table 2. The ϕ60 factor for various IA_1 and IA_2 variants . 

variant ϕ60  

IA „basic” 0.223 

IA_1 without moderator 0.307 

IA_1 light water „in rows” 0.146 

IA_1 light water „between rows” 0.060 

IA_1 heavy water „in rows” 0.135 

IA_1 heavy water „between rows” 0.131 

IA_2 without moderator 0.297 

IA_2 light water „in rows” 0.143 

IA_2 light water „between rows” 0.060 

IA_1 without moderator, 5cm Pb, graphite shield 36cm 0.315 

IA_1 without moderator, 5cm Pb, graphite shield 24cm 0.266 

1.
1 

0.
9 

water

 
Fig. 3b Arrangement of fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA_1 with moderator “in rows”. 
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Fig. 3c Arrangement of fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA_1 with moderator “between 

rows”. 
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 Arrangement of fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA_2 without moderator. 
e obtained results show that from the neutron current optimization point of view the 

 the fission converter should be piped away using air since both the heavy and the 

er significantly decrease the number of neutron at the filter/moderator inlet. 

ent of uranium mass in the fission converter produced increase of the ϕ60 factor of 

displacement of the uranium rods in adjacent rows is almost of no importance, 

ariant IA_2 seemed better due to mutual covering of the uranium rods. 

e influence of a 5 cm lead shield surrounding the fission converter was also investi-

 the variant IA_1 with no moderator. I was expected that such a shield, made of a 

ith a large mass number, would reflect neutrons coming out of the graphite shield. 

 the benefit is very small. Because of the safety reasons the side graphite shield sur-

the fission converter will probably be 24 cm thick. As it is presented in Table 1, this 

 the neutron current of about 18%. Therefore, where it is possible, shields of larger 

 should be used since the fission neutrons are better slowed down to thermal energies 
35U fission just like the thermal neutrons emerging the reactor duct. 

cause the epithermal neutrons do not effect 235U fission they could be thermalized 

 of water surrounding a fuel rod. On the other hand, the thermal neutrons can be ab-

 this layer. In order to check which of the foregoing effects predominates, the ar-

ts with 1 mm and 2 mm layers of H2O and D2O enclosing EK-10 rods were exam-

ained results are presented in Table 3. 
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Table 3. The ϕ60 factor for various I_1 variants for rods enclosed with moderator. 

variant ϕ60  

IA_1 (no moderator) 0.307 

IA_1 1mm light water 0.206 

IA_1 1mm heavy water 0.265 

IA_1 2mm light water 0.162 

IA_1 2mm heavy water 0.211 

 

The results show that disadvantages associated with the absorption of the thermal neu-

trons exceed benefit concerning thermalization of the epithermal neutrons. 

At the third stage of the IA variant optimization, the dependence of the ϕ60 factor on 

the arrangement and the number of the uranium rods without moderator was investigated – 

Table 4. The fuel rods were ordered in “double” rows, 50 and 49 in each row, and the interval 

between rods in a row was 1.2 cm. The total number of the fuel rods was changed gradually 

by increase (cases with large uranium mass were calculated first) the interval between “dou-

ble” rows. For example, the total number of 495 rods corresponds to the 5 “double” rows, 693 

rods conform to the 7 “double” rows, and for the 19 “double” rows the number of the fuel 

rods were 1881. 

Table 4. The ϕ60 factor for various numbers of EK-10 rods in I_1 variant. 

number of rods mass of 235U [kg] ϕ60  

495 3.982 0.263 

693 5.575 0.288 

792 6.371 0.285 

990 7.965 0.289 

1287 10.354 0.283 

1881 15.133 0.268 
 

Apparently, effects concerning the self-absorption are important and it is impossible to 

enlarge the fission converter efficiency just by increasing the mass of the fissionable material. 

Finally, the configuration of 780 fuel rods (6.275 kg of 235U in the entire fission converter) 

was selected. The rods were placed in 37 rows – 10 and 11 rods alternately. Besides, the last 

row contained only three uranium rods (Fig. 5). In this configuration (IA_3 variant) the ϕ60 
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 Arrangement of 780 fuel rods EK-10 for variant IA_3. 
was 0.332. The cases for two fuel rods assembled (ϕ60  = 0.334) and a hypothetical 

 with doubled 235U mass in a single rod (ϕ60  = 0.471) were also studied. As one can 

 uranium enrichment could lead to a significant increase of the number of the fission 

s formed in the converter. 
 

tron filter/moderator. 

The neutron filter/moderator should have a high scattering cross section in the high 

 range (fast neutrons) and a low cross section for the epithermal neutrons. The useful 

 energy range for BNCT purposes is from 1 eV to 10 keV (sometimes 40 keV is as-

. Hence, in the present paper neutrons of energy above 10 keV will be called fast neu-

nd other neutrons of  energy above 1 eV epithermal neutrons. The selection of materi-

eutron filter/moderator modeling was based on the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

SA) experience [3]. Therefore, the use of aluminum, Al2O3, AlF3, graphite, Teflon 

trafluoroethylene; -[-CF2-CF2-]n-), titanium and fluental [6] - which consists of 29% 

 AlF3 and 1% LiF - was considered. The elastic scattering cross sections of elements 

m the foregoing materials for various energies are presented in Table 5.  

The epithermal neutron flux at the patient’s head position is the major assessment cri-

f the fission converter but minimization of specific photon and fast neutron doses must 

 taken into consideration. Photons and fast neutrons are beam contamination since they  

differentiate between the healthy and the cancer tissue. As a result of, inherent for the 

method, epithermal neutron interaction both with hydrogen and nitrogen (1H(n,γ)2H 
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and 14N(n,p)14C reactions) irreducible dose arises in brain tissue, which is roughly estimated 

at about 2⋅10-10 cGy⋅cm2/n [3]. Hence, it is assumed that specific dose both for the impinging 

photons (Dγ/φepi) and the fast neutrons (Dfn/φepi) should be lower than 2⋅10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n – one 

order of magnitude below the harmful dose being inherent for BNCT therapy. 

Table 5. Elastic scattering cross sections of used elements. 

Σs [b] – epithermal range Σs [b] – fast neutron range  

1 eV 100 eV 10 keV 1 MeV 2 MeV 3 MeV 5 MeV 
Li 0.98 1.03 1.04 1.37 1.55 1.83 2.10 

C 4.74 4.74 4.70 2.60 1.66 1.17 1.12 

O 3.88 3.89 3.86 8.15 1.63 1.22 0.78 

F 3.65 3.64 3.64 2.62 2.50 1.32 0.80 

Al 1.35 1.35 1.23 2.32 2.95 2.26 1.55 

Ti 4.43 4.45 25.30 3.82 3.24 2.84 2.23 

 

In order to remove the thermal neutrons from the beam a cadmium layer of 0.04 cm 

was placed downstream the neutron filter/moderator. A bismuth layer of 8 cm thickness fol-

lowed the cadmium layer and served as a photon filter. The optimal thickness and the material 

Fig. 6
 graphite 36cm

fission 
converter

led 10cm

aluminum 71cm

AlF  27cm3

bismuth 8cm

cadmium 0.4mm

“head” 20cmϕ

A

B

D

C

 
 Fission converter and filter/moderator arrangement in case 5 – 71cm 
aluminum and 27cm AlF3. 
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of the photon filter will be selected in the next chapter of the paper. The beam was collimated 

by a graphite cone of 20 cm length. The collimator will be optimized later as well. At this 

stage of computations the same conditions were needed to analyze both the materials and the 

arrangement of the neutron filter/moderator. In order to increase the neutron flux the fil-

ter/moderator was enclosed by a lead shield of 10 cm thickness (Fig. 6). As it was mentioned 

in Chapter 2, the fission converter consisted of the 780 fuel rods placed as it is shown in 

Fig. 5.  

However, the ultimate measure of performance for the beam are the neutron flux and 

the specific doses in a phantom of a head but, in order to simplify computer simulations at the 

stage of the filters optimization, both the fluxes and the specific doses were estimated “in-air”. 

This procedure was used by other authors [3] and speeds up Monte Carlo calculations. In the 

present paper the patient’s head was substituted for a ball of 10 cm radius and its center was 

12 cm downstream the collimator outlet plane. Results of computations are presented in Ta-

ble 6. 

Table 6. Epithermal neutron flux and specific doses „in-air”. 

LP filter/moderator φepi [10-6 n/cm2] 
per source neutron 

Dγ/φepi  
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

Dfn/φepi 
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

1 66cm fluental 1.58 1.24 0.17 

2 68cm AlF3 – 2cm Ti 0.98 3.96 0.15 

3 68cm fluental – 2cm Ti 1.18 1.16 0.15 

4 71cm Al – 17cm AlF3 2.08 1.23 0.10 

5 71cm Al – 27cm AlF3 1.15 1.24 0.05 

6 80cm Al – 11cm Teflon 1.95 1.25 0.14 

7 80cm Al – 17cm Teflon 1.25 1.41 0.07 

8 83cm Al – 11cm Al2O3 1.81 1.24 0.13 

9 83cm Al – 17cm Al2O3 1.19 1.23 0.07 

10 96cm Al – 12cm graphite 0.52 2.28 0.05 

 

The fast neutron specific dose in all cases is at least one order of magnitude lower than 

the required 2⋅10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n. The photon specific dose, except cases 2 and 10, does not ex-

ceed the recommended value and origins almost solely from photons produced in neutron 

interactions. The specific dose concerning photons emerging the reactor duct in most cases is 

∼10-16 cGy⋅cm2/n i.e. 5 orders of magnitude smaller than in the case when only neutrons get 
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Neutron spectrum at patient’s head position. Energy range from 1eV to 
 reactor core. The foregoing value varied from 5.64⋅10-17 cGy⋅cm2/n in case 9 to 

cGy⋅cm2/n in case 10.  

e largest epithermal neutron fluxes were obtained in configurations 4, 6 and 8. It is 

hat the beam is uncontaminated enough according to the criteria assumed in the 

ypical neutron spectrum (case 4 – 71 cm Al and 17 cm AlF3) at the patient’s head 

 shown in Fig. 7. 

ithermal neutron flux and specific doses „in-air”. 

filter/moderator φepi [10-6 n/cm2] 
per source neutron 

Dγ/φepi  
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

Dfn/φepi 
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 2.08 1.23 0.10 

 Al – 12cm AlF3 2.68 1.18 0.18 

 Al – 7cm AlF3 3.36 1.37 0.32 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 2.76 1.60 0.18 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 3.69 1.19 0.29 

 Al – 7cm AlF3 5.63 1.45 0.92 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 4.86 1.32 0.54 

 Al – 7cm AlF3 7.19 1.43 1.52 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 6.44 1.55 0.90 

 Al – 7cm AlF3 9.17 1.82 2.66 

 Al – 17cm AlF3 8.50 1.86 1.64 

 Al – 7cm AlF3 11.60 2.05 4.60 

10keV limited with dashed lines. 
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Since the maximal epithermal neutron flux was obtained for the filter/moderator con-

structed with 71 cm of aluminum and 17 cm of AlF3, configurations of another aluminum and 

AlF3 layers thickness were investigated. Results are collected in Table 7. 

The largest epithermal neutron flux was obtained in the variants 4i and 4h but in both 

cases the fast neutron specific dose exceeds the acceptable value. Because of that, the variant 

4j (21 cm Al and 17 cm AlF3) seems the most favorable since in this configuration the beam 

is suitably free of contaminations. Therefore, this filter/moderator was selected to further cal-

culations. 

 

4. Photon filter. 

The bismuth filter of 8 cm thickness was used in the optimization of the neutron fil-

ter/moderator to reduce the specific photon dose. Since both the filter material and its thick-

ness were chosen arbitrary it is necessary to check whether these are the most optimal pa-

rameters. A material used for the photon filter should have a large mass number and simulta-

neously the epithermal neutron flux must not be reduced significantly. Lead and bismuth are 

commonly used to meet the foregoing needs. The total photon cross sections for lead and 

bismuth at the energy 100 keV are 4.50⋅106 and 5.31⋅106 barns respectively. Computer calcu-

lations for Bi and Pb layers of thickness from 0 to 14 cm with 2 cm increment were carried 

out. Table 8 presents the beam characteristics “in-air” and dependence of both the epithermal 

neutron flux and the specific photon dose on the filter thickness are presented in Fig. 8.  

Table 8. Epithermal neutron flux and specific doses „in-air”. 

 φepi [10-6 n/cm2] 
per source neutron 

Dγ/φepi  
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

Dfn/φepi 
[10-11 cGy⋅cm2/n] 

thickness Bi Pb Bi Pb Bi Pb 
0 11.93 11.93 16.91 16.91 2.09 2.09 

2 10.97 10.79 8.35 8.20 1.88 1.91 

4 10.09 9.77 4.20 3.74 1.84 1.80 

6 9.29 8.87 2.60 2.31 1.73 1.62 

8 8.50 8.09 1.80 1.80 1.68 1.55 

10 7.80 7.39 1.17 1.45 1.62 1.48 

12 7.22 6.74 1.02 1.24 1.48 1.42 

14 6.61 6.09 0.88 1.20 1.46 1.30 
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Epithermal neutron flux and specific photon dose vs. Bi and Pb filter 
thickness. Permissible specific dose marked with dashed line. 

emerges that initially assumed the 8 cm bismuth filter is the best choice since the 

l neutron flux is maximum when the beam contaminations do not exceed the re-

lues both for fast neutrons and photons. Because lead is easy available it may be 

 to be used, though epithermal neutron flux decreases of about 5%. 

ce calculations of the specific photon dose associated with photons that origin in 

r core are time-consuming and this dose almost does not affect total the specific 

se the optimization of the photon filter was carried out only for the neutron source. 

 in order to make sure, the specific photon dose concerning photons from the reactor 

calculated for the 8 cm bismuth filter. The obtained value was 5.49⋅10-16 cGy⋅cm2/n 

 contribution is slight. 

 flux homogeneity. 

r the variant considered as the optimal one (21 cm Al – 17 cm AlF3 – 8  cm Bi) the 

ity of the neutron flux was investigated both at the filter/moderator inlet (A-B sur-

. 6) and at the outlet of the photon filter (C-D surface in Fig. 6). The procedure was 

as in the report [1]. The neutron flux crossing rectangles 10 cm × 60 cm was calcu-

rding to the pattern presented in Fig. 9. For the inlet of the filter/moderator fast neu-
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tron were taken into considerations and epithermal neutrons in case of the photon filter outlet. 

The relative neutron fluxes are shown in Table 9. 

Table 9. Spatial distribution of neutron flux at filter/moderator inlet and outlet – results are nor-
malized to surface 1 in Fig. 9. 

Surface number 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Relative fast neutron flux at inlet A-B 1.00 1.07 1.14 1.19 1.21 1.16 

Relative epithermal neutron flux at outlet C-D 1.00 1.00 0.98 0.99 1.02 1.05 

 
Fig. 9 Geometry diagram to calculate spatial distribution homogeneity of neutron 

flux at converter inlet and outlet (A-B or C-D surface). 

Although the fast neutron flux at the filter/moderator inlet is noticeable inhomogene-

ous (even 21%), the flux of epithermal neutrons emerging the photon filter is roughly homo-

geneous as a result of several scatterings while slowing down. Thus, the “bent” arrangement 

of the filter/moderator set does not make any harm with regard to the therapeutic beam 

homogeneity. Elimination of photons that origin in the reactor core is its advantage. 
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